Hello,
Summer is finally here! This month our blog shares Milestones and Generations at RaeLipskie over the
last 30 years. As many of you know, this year the RaeLipskie Team is excited to be celebrating our 30th
anniversary. We are very proud of this milestone and we look forward to sharing a look back at our
wonderful journey over the past three decades in the coming months. Take a walk down memory lane with
us here!
Don't forget to follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn to stay up to date with the latest financial trends
and The RaeLipskie Partnership news.
Sincerely,
The RaeLipskie Partnership Team

Monthly Market Data & Commentary
Gold Shines. Bitcoin Dazzles.
Equities posted favourable returns in June with the TSX advancing 2.5%, with gains in the
Materials group helping to power the move. June’s advance brought the year-to-date gain to an
impressive 16.2%. Within the Materials sector, gold stocks woke up from a long slumber, gaining
15.9% in the month as gold prices finally broke through long-term resistance of $1,350US per
ounce, ending the month around $1,415 as geopolitical tensions created concerns, particularly
saber-rattling between US and Iran. A tapering of the previous strength in the US dollar also helped
the shiny commodity. The gold rally was put to shame though by the action in Bitcoin, which gained
over 40% in June alone while exhibiting dramatic volatility, acting more like a penny stock
speculation than a market with a $200 billion market value. It recently has had five days with price
swings of $1000 or more.
Our loonie also caught a tailwind in June advancing 3% in the month relative to the US dollar, and

ending the month at $0.7645, up from $0.74 at the end of May and $0.73 at year end, as the
economic news flow here compared favourably to that of the US. Resurgent oil prices and
compressed US/Canada bond yield spreads helped the loonie along. Though still a long ways
away from being built and shipping oil, we are going to be optimists and call the Trans Mountain
Pipeline (TMX) approval by Parliament a positive in the month as well.
The narrowing of Canada / US bond yield spreads resulted from Canadian rates remaining
essentially stable in the month, while the march to lower rates in the US continued as the Federal
Reserve Board increasingly took a more dovish stance on monetary policy. Now that we are in the
month of July, we can all wish the US economic expansion a Happy 10th Birthday! Yes, the current
recovery in the US hit its tenth anniversary this month, setting the record for the longest recovery in
history. That does not however, make it the most robust recovery in history. The “Goldilocks”
recovery – not too hot and not too cold - has produced the second lowest overall increase in real
GDP of the last seven recoveries since 1961. Maybe that’s a good thing though, as boom’s tend to
lead to busts.

The Generations at RaeLipskie

As our 30th anniversary approaches, we asked our dedicated team to share the milestones they’ve
reached while working at The RaeLipskie Partnership over the years. In this month’s blog we invite
you to take a walk down memory lane with us as our team reminisces on all their amazing
accomplishments.
Read more here.

In The News
Money Sense shares
what to do with a
monetary advance on
your inheritance here.

Prenup: Romance killer
or wealth protector?
Find out from Globe and
Mail here.

Around the Office

Thank you to all those who came out to The Food Bank! We had a lot of fun doing good for this
wonderful community we live in! In total, Team RaeLipskie sorted 5,637 lbs of food – enough to
serve 4,403 meals!

In Our Community
Carizon: Carizon offers a wide range of group programs. Spring 2019 group times are now
scheduled. Registration is required for all groups, including groups with no fee. For more
information on any group, click here.
Big Brothers Big Sisters: Big Brothers Big Sisters Waterloo Region looking for mentors for local
youth in Waterloo Region. There are many different volunteer opportunities - Learn more about
them here.
The Food Bank of Waterloo Region: If you're looking for a way to get more involved with the Food
Bank, click here to learn more about hosting a Food & Fund Drive.
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The RaeLipskie Partnership provides discretionary fee-only portfolio management for high net worth individuals,
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